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Abstract 

The development of our concepts of quantum field theory especially 
in the version of local gauge theories has brought about a tremendous 
success in predicting and explaining experimental facts. As a side-
effect, our understanding of the notion of mass has undergone dramatic 
changes. Since this is not accompanied by a change in experimental 
predictions or empirical notions, it is progress in a field which might 
be considered on the borderline of physics and philosophy of nature. 

• ) Supported in part by "Fonds zur Förderung der wissenschaftlichen 
Forschung in Österreich", Project Nr. 564«. 
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INTRODUCTION 

My first encounter wich George Mar« was through his paper on che 
electron-muon mass difference (lJ. I was working on my thesis, which 
dealc wich a very siailar problem [2] and this coincidence was Che 
beginning of a long-lasting friendship as well as common scientific 
interests. 

Our notion of aass has totally and dramatically changed since these 
days and in die following, I shall try Co work out the various phases of 
this change; in each case, I shall try to explain the notion of the time 
as well as its origins and problems. 

MASS IS INTERACTION ENERGY 

Around I960 it was considered quite obvious that the small mass 
differences between neutral and charged partners of an iso-multiplet 
were encirely due to electromagnetic self-energy. The fact, that com
putations within quantum electrodynamics led to divergent integrals, 
was attributed to various reasons, depending on the point of view of 
the author; common to all was the opinion that the real origin of the 
divergent integrals lay in some physical phenomenon which was not pro
perly described by theory at that time. 

Straightforward calculations of the pion mass difference, the most 
typical example for an electromagnetic mass difference, led to [3] 
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where A is a cut-off parameter of the dimension mass. The fact that the 
mass difference was proportional to the fine-structure constant a seemed 
to indicate the right order of isgnitude. 

The crucial test for this suss philosophy w»$, of course, the mass 
difference between neutrino and electron, since the neutrino v*§ con
sidered massless. For femions, an electromagnetic mass shift is always 
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proportional to the bare mass due to Y.-invariance. Thus, in order to 
create an electromagnetic mass for a particle without "mechanical mass" 
(the term used in those years). Y.-invariance had to be broken. 

In 1958 the V-A theory was born, independently by Marshalt and 
Sudarshan [6] and Feynman and Cell-Mann (Si. Feynm&n has based his argu
ments on a two-component version of quantum electrodynamics. The success 
of this ansacz was probably reason enough to prompt Feynman to suggest a 
mechanism for the breaking of Y -invariance and creating a mass for the 
electron, based on Che same two-component wave equation for Dirac-
particles [6]. Whether or not this particular mechanism was assumed, 
the notion that the electron mass was of electromagnetic origin was 
quite generally accepted. 

This, however, led to the consequence, that by analogy also the 
•asses of the heavy particles should be created by strong interactions 
alone, and it seemed to be a natural observation that the mass of a 
particle was heavier the stronger its interactions were. 

An exception of this rule of thumb was the muon. Thus it was quice 
obvious to attribute some kind of strong interaction to the muon, which 
should distinguish it from the electron. The solution of Ceorge Marx [I] 
was quite elegant: electromagnetic masses and mass differences were of 
the order of cV, masses (or mass differences) of the order of I CeV were 
generated by pionic interactions, and masses (and mass differences) of 
the order of 100 MeV were created by kaon interactions. Thus, Che muon 
was assumed to interact wich pairs »f kaons (in order Co conserve strange
ness). 

In a different picture, J. Schwinger in a famous paper [7] proposed 
an interaction of the muon with a new type of scalar field. The crucial 
test of all these hypotheses was Che rather well-known magnetic moment 
of the muon [8]. 

Another crucial question in this scheme was che electromagnetic 
mass difference of the nucIcons, i.e. the question why the neutron is 
heavier than ne proton. In a famous paper, Feynman and Speisman [9] 
accributed this face Co che anomalously strong magnetic interaction» of 
Che nucleons (chough chis calculation is cut-off dependent). In other 
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schemes, the "wrong sign" of the electromagnetic mass difference of 
nucleons (which is paralleled by that of ».-mesons ) was connected to 
larger aultiplet structures. All these atceapts are historic by now, 
but they show, that a quarter oi a century ago, it seemed to be one of 
the aain problems to "explain" the fact that the proton is the lightest 
(and therefore stable) baryon. 

Before I close this section, let me mention some attempts at finite 
calculations of electromagnetic mass differences. For hadrons, a promis
ing scheme seemed the inclusion of form factors [10) or other damping 
methods due Co strong interactions [I I). 

When current algebra provided a means to compute a finite mass 
difference for pions, it drew rather intensive attention from the particle 
physics community. The result was [12] 

m** - m2 0 - £ .2 In 2 . (2) 
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However, it became clear quite soon [13] that the finiteness of the result 
rested heavily on the assumption of mass less pions and stable p-aesons. 
A similar (equally problematic) finite calculation was possible for o-
mesons [14] with the result 
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HEAVY PARTICLES WITHOUT STROUC INTERACTIONS? 

When the g-2 experiment reached higher and higher accuracy, it 
became more and more plausible that the «ton was just a heavy electron 
without extra interactions. The first - still vague - ideas of something 
like a generation structure of elementary particles was published as 
early as 1958 (IS]. This question was, however, completely settled only 
when the third generation was discovered. 

In the next section, we shall discuss how the notion of gauge 
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particle's emerged together with the problea of Cheir Masses. Before chis 
notion was cleared up. che old idea of mass as inCeraccion energy s t i l l 
pers is ted and i t was therefore natural co assume that Che intermediate 
bosons followed Che same scheme. In the mid-sixties it was clear thac 
cheir mass was larger than about 2 CeV. Since Cheir main purpose was Co 
mediate weak interactions, they were not allowed to participate in a 
strong Yukawa typ« interact ion. In order to solve chis puzzle, a strong 
quartic inceraccion of type U W HH (where H is any natron) was proposed 
[16) . This could eas i ly lead to scrong se l f -energies of Che cype shown 
in Fig. I. 

Hadrooy 

_Q_.. 
Fig. 1: Scrong self-energy of intermediate bosons 

MASSES OF CA'JCE BOSONS The general notion of gauge symmetry as the origin for interactions 
becween fernions is rather old. Wich che respect co our problem of masses, 
Che question became virulent when Sakurai (17] suggested chat scrong 
interactions are based on the gauge principle with the vector mesons o, 
u and * as the gauge bosons. The masses of these vector mesons - well 
determined by experiments - became the main obstacle of new theoretical 
interest. 
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The idea that spontaneous symmetry breaking «ay be a cause for 
«ass generation is also rather old ( l 8 ) . Wich che renewed interest of 
vector mesons, various mechanis«s were suggested in Che l i t erature [ 1 9 ] . 
A turning point in the history of this question was reached when Che 
famous papers of Higgs appeared [ 2 0 ] . In spice of the face that these 
considerations were i«mediately extended (21 ] . i t s value in explaining 
Che «asses of gauge particles w^i only ful ly recognised in Che famous 
papers by Salam &nd Weinberg [22) . 

Let us recall che basic Lagrangian of the Higgs model for one gauge 
boson: 

i - _ ' F F ^ M O t K o V - H ^ P - h ! « ! * . <*) 
H 4 uv u 

Wich che abbreviations 

0 - 3 - i e A (5) 
u u u 

F • a A - a A . (6) 
UV | | V V U 

The well-known Crick is Co allow u 2 co become negacive and • Co 
obtain a non-vanishing vacuum expectation value 

<0(*!0> • — - 4 Ai 2/h . (7) 

Together wich a very successful SU(2) * U(l) unificacion of weak and 
electromagnetic inceraccions, chis led Co a complete dramacic change in 
our nocion of masses. Hasses wire no longer Che result of inceraccion 
energy buc a consequence of Che structure of che vacuum. Not only were 
Che gaugt boson masses produced by spontaneous symmetry breaking buC 
a l l «asses of elementary partic les (wich a possible excepcion of Che 
Higgs i c s e l f ) . Table I shows Che relation of part i c l e masses Co Che para
meters of Che Higgs Lagrangian (presuming che extension of Che Lagrangian 
Equ. (4) Co a Higgs doublet and Che gauge boson scrucCure of SU(2) >U(I ) ) . 
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Table I: Relation of part ic le «asses Co Higgs parameters and the weak 
mixing angle 9 t f 

eX 
2 s in 9 H 

el 
. m 2 9 w 

Notice that the masses of tensions and Higgs particles are not really 
predicted since Che parameters f and h do not appear in any other 
experimentally accessible relation. But Table I shows the new philosophy: 
masses are created by the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field. 

Through this change of paradigm Che old question of why the neutron 
is heavier than Che proton ceased to be a burning puzzle! It was now 
shifted Co Che fact that fermion masses were essentially free parameters 
and chat the down quark is heavier than che up quark. But ac the same 
time, for Che first time in the history of particle physics, the problem 
of lasses was dire:cly connected Co an experimental prediction: Che 
prediction of the existence of a scalar particle - Che Higgs boson. 

Since there are absolutely no experimental indications as to the 
existence of a Higgs boson, several accesses have been made to circum
vent this prediction [23]. 

HICCS BOSON MASSES 

It has been mentioned in the last section chat the mass of the Higgs 
boson itself is essentially a free parameter. Yec there arc interesting 
effects, which bind ics value both from above and below. The effective 
lower bound of about U CeV stems from the fact that loop corrections 
create an effective potential which may spoil the spontaneous symmetry 

Xf 
•f " T 
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breaking effect if h is too saall [24]. The upper bound stems fro« the 
observation that perturbation theory will cease to be meaningful if •,_ 
exceeds the critical value [25] 

•«< cnt 
f8«/2, 
3C_ 

1/2 
(8) 

CONCLUSION 

Cauge theories have brought about a change of paradigm with respect 
to our notion of mass. Table 2 tries to represent this change. 

Table 2: Change cf paradigm wich respect to some problems concerning 
masses 

Old View 

e-y-puzzle 

mass " 
• interaction en. 

New View 

generation problem 

Search for Solution 

horizontal symmetry 

Higgs phenomenon i find che Higgs or replace 
it by other mechanisms 

m > m 
n p 

m. > m d u 

Ic is quite clear chat Table 2 is only a qualitative indicar.ion. However, 
it cries to show chac some problems (like che neucron-procon mass differ
ence) have become less burning, while ic seems Co me chac Che moat 

important problem, which is faced by elementary particle physics today, 
is Che question of whecher or noc a Higgs boson exists and what kind of 
mechanism is the true cause for generating masses. 
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